Microsoft Office 365 Explorer
A Guided Exploration of Microsoft Cloud Productivity

Cloud has become a common boardroom conversation related to productivity tools like
Office 365. Big expectations are landing on IT’s desk, and most departments are unclear on
how to manage the transition and reap the rewards. However, all clients are in a different
place in their evaluation and preparation for Office 365.
Softchoice designed the Microsoft Office Explorer for clients who select Softchoice as their
Online Service Advisor, to begin realizing the value of Office 365 benefits without having to
commit to wholesale changes in infrastructure or their IT service eco-system. The Softchoice
Office 365 Explorer allows clients to tap into simpler benefits and features that are being
asked for by their users such as online filesharing via OneDrive, accessing applications for iPads
and allowing for mobile and home use.
Deliverables

Key Benefits

Creation of Office 365 Tenant complete
with Directory Synchronization and User
Activation including knowledge transfer for
an activation goal

Focused exploration and knowledge transfer for one
of a number of activation goals such as:
• Office for offline use on BYOD, Home use, or any
PC or Mac system
• Mobile Device enablement including iPad, iPhone,
Android, and other devices
• Enablement of OneDrive for Business
• An initiation to Yammer for Office 365

Focused Post-Implementation Interactive
Knowledge Transfer

•Interactive education on selected focus area and how
to continue executing after the engagement

Business Technology Review for Office 365

• Lead by a Softchoice Solutions Architect to determine
the right fit and value for features such as Exchange,
Lync, and SharePoint for Office 365
• Structured evaluation of areas such as identity,
Single-Sign-On options and best practices surrounding
operating an Office 365 environment

Connect with us today. 1.800.268.7638 | www.softchoice.com

“91% of Softchoice clients noted
an increase in team knowledge
vs. alternative approaches after
engaging with Softchoice.”
- TechValidate Study
(24 Softchoice Clients)

Related Services:
• Active Directory Health Analyzer for Office 365
• Active Directory Design Workshop
Ready to Migrate to the Cloud?
Let’s talk about the Office 365 Accelerator!
As your Softchoice Online Service
Advisor you can receive this
complimentary Office 365 Explorer
Engagement to make a difference
in your business today! Contact your
Account Manager for more details.

@softchoice

facebook.com/softchoice

